A morphology-based train compartment number extraction algorithm was introduced to provide an accurate and effect service to subsequent recognition process. First, a preprocess which included gray-scale transformation, image normalization, morphological closing operation filter, OTSU threshold segmentation was applied to the input image. Second, an extraction process to train number followed, which included a coarse character selection scheme, a union-find-based characters cluster method and a fine characters selection procedure, to form train number region candidates. To the end, a train number recovery algorithm was proposed to recover the boundary of the candidate with left-expansion and right-expansion so that all missed train number characters could be recovered. In this paper, the proposed was applied to 100 train carriage images for testing. The experiment results show that the proposed algorithm is robust and is adaptable to the illumination conditions, train number position, tilt, background and font, and 95% recognition ratio is achieved, which improves much the validity of recognition process.
Introduction
It is an extremely time-consuming and labor-consuming to read and check the locomotive compartment number in railway traffic. And it is error-prone and low efficiency-prone for manual check-in and inspection so as to impede the development of intelligent railway traffic. In 2012, for the goal of intelligent railway traffic, China Academy of Railway Sciences and Southwest Jiaotong University jointly launched "General technical specification for power-supply safety inspection and monitoring system(6C system) in high-railway" which pointed out that the development goal of this monitoring system is to establish a comprehensive and all-standing monitoring system to provide a strong security mechanism and to improve the efficiency of maintenance and repair for high-railway transportation, simultaneously to promote the process of intelligent railway traffic. As a one important part of the pantograph monitoring subsystem, train number recognition system plays a significant role in the whole railway scheduling system and has a great importance on railway safety detection and inspection. There is an obvious rectangular region of license plate, texture, or color characteristics for the extraction of the traditional car-plate number. For instance, a method for car-plate localization is proposed based on HSV color space, in which different kinds of car plate that have a different rectangular region with a distinct background color are used to locate the candidate region roughly, then a method based on SIFT feature is adopted to locate the plate precisely and correct the tilt [1] . Besides the use of color space, the texture of car-plate is also very useful feature for detection, by the combination of color and texture features analysis, a comprehensive detection method is proposed [2] , firstly, a color segmentation is carried out by calculating the similarity of the distance, then, such regions meeting the color characteristics of a car-plate are passed into next step, at which a detection and localization process is conducted based on the analysis on texture and structure characteristics. A similar extraction process based on color and texture are also explored in [3] and [4] . In contrast, there are no such characteristics to exploit for train number extraction, to this end, this paper proposed an extraction algorithm for train number based on mathematical morphology which performed a good university and had good robustness to the different illumination conditions, train number position, tilt, backgrounds and font size. Mathematical morphology-based car-plate extraction is exploited by [5, 8] , among which in [5] , an a hybrid license plate extraction algorithm based on the edge statistics and morphology is proposed including vertical edge detection, edge statistical analysis, hierarchical-based license plate location, and morphology-based license plate extraction. Similarly, mathematical morphology-based operators were also applied in [6, 8] , instead of taking advantage of the car-plate edge features straight, they localized the car-plate by Hough line detection precisely. However, they did not take the effect of light and the tilt to detection into consideration, and the whole extraction process relied on the inherent rectangular characteristics of car-plate. Different from that above, the algorithm proposed in this paper took into account the illumination condition, tilt and font, without using the prior knowledge. Firstly, a preprocess which included gray-level conversion to convert the original RGB image to gray image, and a local normalization process to eliminate the influence of illumination, is applied on the raw image. After that, mathematical morphology-based operation are applied. The threshold segmentation process is done by OTSU global threshold method. Then, the analysis of connected components could be carried out to get the train number character candidate regions. Candidate regions then are filtered through a coarse character selection scheme to filter regions too large or too small out. To effectively form the train number region, the regions that remained go through a clustering process by union-find set operation after defining a similarity principle such that the regions which had similar height, positioned in approximately similar y-direction position allowing a bias of ±10°and close tightly in x-direction can be classified into the same category. And, the regions which overlapped each other in same category should be merged into one region. Finally, the category that has the most number of characters is selected as the train numbers candidate area. Due to the impact of noise, the number area could be segmented into different regions, a train number recovery algorithm is proposed to recover the boundary of the candidate with left-expansion and right-expansion so that all missed train number characters can be recovered and formed the final train number region. The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm was robust to and was adaptable to the different illumination conditions, train number positions, skew, background and font, without using prior knowledge such as the license plate shape, color and texture characteristics which provided a good input for train number identification system, and guaranteed the effectiveness of recognition, and effectively improved the train number recognition accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the flowchart of the proposed method is first illustrated. The details of preprocess which including gray-level conversion, local standardization, morphology filtering, Otsu threshold segmentation and connected component analysis are described in sect .3. The sect. 4 introduces the train number region extraction process, and the details of the train number recovery are discussed in sect. 5. Sect. 6 reports the experimental results. Finally a conclusion will be presented in sect. 7. 
Overview of the Proposed Algorithm
Precise location and extraction of the train number area are the prerequisite for train number recognition, which decides the accuracy of the subsequent recognition. The proposed system flowchart in this paper is illustrated in Figure 1 . The system can be divided into three major parts. During preprocessing stage, the candidate character regions are formed through gray-level conversion, local normalization, morphology-based filtering, OTSU threshold segmentation [9] and connected component labeling. After that, a train number extraction process is introduced to obtain the candidate train number regions. Usually, train number characters possess some characteristics such the aspect ratio, area, and pixel density which can be used to coarsely selection and filter the regions obviously having no such character features out. Then a clustering process is carried out to cluster the adjacent regions. The train numbers are aligned in the horizontal position normally, and adjacent regions which have similar character features such similar height, similar aspect ratio and so on can be classified into one same train number line. Finally, due to noise, there are some false positive number character regions which should be excluded. Specifically, the regions which actually belong to same character candidate region with the relationship of including or intersection should be merged into one region. Usually, the train number region possess the maximum number of characters, and according to this characteristic, a candidate train number can be extracted. Meanwhile, the region can be adjusted by the slope of the straight line fitted by means of the character region center points. Despite this, a train number region may be segmented into different regions because of noises, and a train number recovery stage is introduced to recovery the whole train number. 
Preprocess
The purpose of the image preprocessing is to reduce the interference of noise and provide a good basis for the subsequent processing, and it has a great impact on the follow-up train number region extraction. The flowchart of preprocessing is illustrated in Figure 2 . First the raw input RGB image (as shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b ) is converted into gray-level image. Out of the fact that it can perform poorly for the segmentation in next step in case of the images apper too bright or too dim locally due to the uneven illumination, it is necessary to remove such noise interference to improve the accuracy of the segmentation. In data analysis, it is usually preferable to normalizing the data to eliminate the impact of dimension or reducing the interference of the outliers. The most commonly standard method adopted is z-score zero mean normalization, whose formal formula is shown in Eq. 1.
(1) In Eq. 1, x is a random variable which has the mean  and variance . In practice, the actual mean and variance can usually not be obtained, which can be resolved by substitute the real mean and variance with sample mean and sample variance approximately. In addition, x ' is denoted as the variable normalized. In this paper, a local normalization process on train carriage side images is applied according to Eq. 1. The whole normalization flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Firstly, the gray level image is scaled into float point image, and a Gauss filter which has a horizontal x-direction variance 2.0 and a vertical y-direction variance 2.0 separately with its size of 2 * 2 is applied to smooth the float image, which is equal to get the local mean of the image. After that, the filtered image is subtracted from the original float point image, which is similar to the zero mean operation. Similarly, according to the definition of variance, the local variance also can be obtained. Finally, on basis of Eq. 1, the local normalization can be completed. Finally, for the convenience of processing, the float image is converted into gray image by means of maximum-minimum normalization. In addition, it also should be noted that it hard to for a human to distinguish the background and the ROI after local normalization. However, the advantage or the validity will be highlighted in follow-up
processing. In what follows is the bianrization operation, which usually is based on the mathematical morphological filter. Mathematical morphological closing operation which can narrow the gap and fill the small hole consists of two basic morphological operations, that are dilation operation and erosion operation. In general, according to the different object to operate on, there are two kinds of morphological operations, namely, operations on binary images and operations on gray-level images. Assuming that F is denoted as the raw image, S is the structure element which is defined in domain Ds.  ,  represent dilation operation and erosion operation respectively. In addition,  is denoted as closing operation. The formal definitions are described as follows:
Gray-level dilation operation:
Gray-level erosion operation:
Gray-level closing operation:
Actually, the structural element can be regarded as a special kind of gray-level morphological structure element with a height of zero when a morphological operation is applied on binary image. In this paper, all morphological operation is imposed on gray image. To be specific, a morphological closing operation with its size of 7 * 7 is applied to smooth the gap and fill the holes, and Otsu threshold segmentation follows. Because of its simplicity and stability, Otsu is widely used as a method of global threshold segmentation. By the definition of intra-class variance and between-classes variance, the optimization can be done by means of minimizing the intra-class variance and maximizing the between-classes variance to obtain the optimal global threshold for segmentation. A morphological closing operation which is the same as before is again applied to smooth the narrow gap and fill the small holes. The results of morphological operation and threshold segmentation are illustrated in Figure 4c and Figure 4d . As shown in Figure 4 , the image segmented with OTSU has a large number of connected regions, so the opencv library is used to label every conncected component(as shown in Figure 5 ,random color and number reprensent different regions).
a. labeling result of Figure 4c b. labeling result of Figure 4d 
Train Number Extraction
The last section illustrates the details of preprocessing which produce a large number of candidate character regions including many false positive candidates. In order to extract the whole train number region, this pseudo character regions need to be effectively filtered out. According to the train carriage number characters features such as aspect ratio, pixel density, character area and the area of the minimum bounding rectangular, a coarsely selection and filtering process is proposed to remove the false positives coarsely in this section. Assume that is candidate region, the width and height of is denoted as . and . respectively. In addition, . denotes the area of which presents the number of no-zero pixels. The . . * . ⁄ denotes the density of . The principles of filtering include mainly three rules as follows.
Rule 1: the aspect ratio of , AspectRatio = max . . ⁄ , . . ⁄ , if has too small or too large AspectRatio , it should be filtered out. Under this condition, the reasonable range of AspectRatio for a candidate character region is [0.25,10] by rule of thumb, which makes the long and narrow false positives to be screened.
Rules 2: should be larger than 0.1. Rule 3: .
should not be less than 30 pixel, and should not be grater 7500 pixel A coarsely selection is applied on the candidates extracted based on the three rules, the result is illustrated in Figure 6 , which shows all the connected components remained in original image. It can be seen from the results that the coarse filter process excludes most of the pseudo character regions, but there are still a small number of false positives that cannot be excluded.
In order to effectively locate the complete candidate number region, the regions that belong to the same line need to be clustered to form the final train number region. It can be seen in Figure 6 intersect, they are similar. The union-find set is a very sophisticated and practical data structure, which is mainly used to solve the problem of merging some disjoin sets, such as the problem of minimum spanning tree of the Kruskal algorithm, connected subgraph and the recent public ancestors, etc.. Assume there are disjoin sets , , … , , ∀ ∈ , ∈ 1, , and ∈ ,any element in a set can represent the set,∀ ∈ , ∈ , if and are similar, and should be merged into one set. As shown in Figure  7 , at the beginning, there are eight sets each set includes one element, input -denotes that , are similar so as to the set belongs to and the set belongs to should be merged into one set. For instance, to input 3-2, 6-7,3-6,4-8 can divide 8 elements into 4 categories, that is 1 and 5 belongs to two sets separately, and 2 ,3 ,6 as well as 7 are classified into one set, besides, 4 and 8 belong to the same set.
In this paper, the union-find set is applied on the basis of five similarity rules defined above for clustering the candidate character regions (red rectangle as showed in Figure 6 ) coarsely selected. Assuming that there remain candidate character regions, of which 1 2 ⁄ pairs are taken into account to determine whether they should merge or not. In what follows, the details of train number characters cluster algorithm is described.
Input: candidate character regions (red rectangle as showed in Fig 6) . Output: sets, of each which represents a candidate train number region.
Step 1: Initialize the union-find set unionFindSet = , , … , , among which , 1,2, … contains one candidate character region.
Step 2: for each , , 1,2, … , 1, if and are similar under the condition of five rules defined above and do not belong to the same set, merger takes place among and . The result of clustering in Figure 6 are shown in Figure 8 , in which the number that centers rectangle represents the label of the set. As we can see that in Figure 8a , there are six sets labeled by numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6 separately, and the set labeled by 1 consists of 11 candidate character regions. In Figure 8b , fourteen candidates are classified into eight sets, and the set labeled by 3 contains 7 candidates.
a. Clustering result b. Clustering result After clustering, each set contains one candidate at least as we discussed before. However, because of noise, two candidates in same set can intersect or contain each other, which indicate this two candidates actually belong to the same character region, and they should merger to reduce the interference of follow-up process of selection based on the number of elements in set. As shown in Fig 8a , the set labeled 2 contains two elements, which apparently are two parts of one character, and are expected to be combined. Similarly, out of the consideration of interference reduction, it is should be granted that any two elements in one set should not be intersected. In Fig 8b, two elements which are overlapped belong to set 1 should unite into one. Based on the application condition of this paper, the set with the most number of elements is selected as the candidate "train number plate". In Figure  8a , the set 1 is selected, and the set 3 is chosen in Fig 8b, which contain 10 elements and 7 elements separately. Because the "train number plate" may be skewed as shown in Figure 8b , it is necessary to correct it. To this end, centroid of each elements in the set selected are made use of , and a straight line is fitted through least square method. Correction happens when the slope of the straight line is out of range [-10, 10] . The result of slant correct is shown in figure 9 . But, the "train number plate" obtained is not complete, some regions are missed. In next section, a "train number plate" recovery algorithm is described in details.
Train Number Recovery
On the last section, the candidate "train number plate" is extracted through the character region selection and clustering. In addition, a possible slant correction may happens. However, due to noise (such as illumination conditions), it is possible for a "train number plate" to break into different segments as shown in Figure 9 which the last character region of the "train number plate" is missed. This paper propose a train number recovery algorithm to form an complete "train number plate". Essentially, it is a process of left-expansion and right-expansion. During the left-expansion or right-expansion, if any suspect character region is found, expansion happens. The details is described as follows. Assume that the "train number plate" extracted in sect.3 is denoted as , which has the minimal bounding rectangular . . , .
is the left-top coordinate of . represents the raw RGB input image. Firstly, a rectangular region image with the size of ( . , . ) is captured from , and . is the height of , while . is the column of . In addition , ⊆ , a preprocess similar to the sect. 2 is applied on , so a binary image is obtained. Besides, assume that the average train number character width can be acquired by prior knowledge. -image of can be computed. The details of the extension algorithm is described as follows:
Step Step 6:Check whether there is an isolated character in under the order of the left to right. If a character exists, assuming that its left-bounding is , right-bounding is . Right expansion is carried out according to . . , go to step 4, otherwise, expansion is over.
Experimental Result
Through process of preprocess, train number extraction, and train number recovery, the "train number plate" is extracted from train carriage side image. In order to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm, an image database include 100 images was used to test. For the convenience of comparison, the illumination condition, the degree of tilt, the background, and the font are all taken into consideration. To be specifically, 20 images with poor lighting conditions, 40 images with normal illumination, and 20 images with the tilt train numbers are included, which all are conventional train carriage side images with the pixel size of 1280*1024 taken from Qinghai-Tibet Locomotive Depot. In addition, 20 CRH China Railway High-speed images are included for comparison, with theirs pixel size of 640*250. A total of 100 images are included. For the convenience of processing, a Gauss Pyramid down sampling is applied to make the images with the size of 640*250. The results of experiment are illustrated in Table 1 . As we can see, the total accuracy is up to 95%. Under the poor lighting conditions, it has the worst-performance, which is because under the extremely strong lighting condition the train numbers can not be recognized even by human that only the part of train number can be extracted and can not carry out expansion algorithm. The proposed algorithm performan best when images are under normal condition. Some results of extraction are illustrated in Figure 10 . When the lighting conditions are normal and there is no obvious tilt, when different degrees of tilt happens, and when illumination is poor, the algorithm performs well, as we can see in Figure 10 that the "train number plate" is not only extracted precisely, but also is corrected to be aligned horizontally. In order to further illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm, 20 images taken from CRH train carriage side are tested. The last two images in Fig.10 shows the parts of results of the extraction. Clearly, no matter how the light conditions, degrees of tilt and background are, the proposed algorithm works well and is very robust. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a morphology-based train compartment number extraction algorithm is proposed to aim at the problem that there are no obvious features similar to car license plate for detection. First, a preprocess which includes gray-scale transformation, image normalization, morphological closing operation, OTSU threshold is applied to the input image orderly. Second, a extraction process to train number follows, which includes coarse character selection scheme, union-find-based character cluster and fine character selection, to form train number region candidates. To the end, due to noise, some character regions may be missed or a complete train number could be fragmented into pieces, a train number recovery algorithm is proposed to recover the boundary of the candidate with left-expansion and right-expansion so that all missed train number characters can be recovered and form the final train number region. The experiment result show the proposed algorithm is robust and is adaptable to the different illumination condition, train number position, tilt, background and font size, and over 95% recognition ratio is achieved, which improves much to the validity of the subsequent recognition process.
